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COifI?RI@TZON TO THE Di&IGN OF PLYi?OOJ SHELLSI ‘

By S. Blumrich

SUMMARY

The writer sets out to prove by calculation and ex-
periment that by extensive utilization of the skin to
carry axial load (reduction of stringer spacing) the
stringer sections can be made small ‘enough to afford a
substantial saving in structural weight. Tilis saving
ranges from 5 to about 40 percent.

IKTRODUCTION

\

One serious dram-back of modern shell constructions
is their inability to take full advantage of the strength
of the covering material under compression or shear. In
shear t-he additive stresses caused by wrinkling become
quickly decisive, in compression the exceeding of the
buckling stress of the sheet causes the load to concen-
trate on the stringer and the skin to fail, of course,
with increasin~ loading. The natural way to raise the
critical skin l“oads “Dy reducing the size of the panels,
that is, the stringer spacing, leads - in metal designs -
to uneconomical structures (multiplied riveting labor),
with the result. that the heavier type of construction:
fever stringers, thick skin is usually preferred over im-
proved economy.

In wood designs this procedure is feasible as de-
scribed ‘hereinafter. Tue guiding’principle is to have
the skin, hence the plywood covering, buckle at the same
time as the stringers. In this way the total section is
completely evdnly utilized, hence must result in a reduc-
tion of the structural weight per kilogram of load

——.— .—
1 fiii!inBeitrag zur ~usbildung von Sperrholzschalen .H

Luftfahrtforschung, vo-1.--18; ncr.’9, Sept. ’20, 1941.
pp. 331-337.
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carried. This construction is hereafter designated with
Ilstrengthened plyvood. ll Skin buckling is depeildent upon
the dimensions: length, width, and wall thickness;
stringer buckling upon cross-sectional area, cross-sectiozal
foru and length.

I. MATHEi,lATICAL STUJIY

1* Strengthened Plywood

a) Flat plate.- In order to assure concurreilt lIu.ck-
———.

lin~ stresses in stringers and skin, the stringer spaciilg
idLISt be very small compared to tile other quantities , T]~e
saine holds, of course, for the dimensions of the stringer
sections. With properly selected frame sectioils the
3uc-kling length of the stringers will not be restricted
to the frame spacing, the fraues themselves mill le per-
li]ittedto deflect. This affords a great variety ill the

ciotce of all dimensions for a giveu load.

l?i~ure 1 is a diagrainmatic view of SUC3 a strength-
ened plywood plate. The inferior thickness d of the
frame as well as the large ‘n-mmberof stringers proi~ibits
tileir being let into the frar~e. The system skin-strin:qer
is sia21y g.~ued to tl~e f~.a-~e, (The glueing-available sur-
face is 2 ah.) derewith one of the deter,~inating quanti-
ties for the variation of tile s:cin buckling load is re-
moved; the panel length becoues iafinite.

Tile paiiel bouiida.ry of the entire plate in direction
of the vidth 3 nay be established- ‘>y strengthened diffu-
sioil sections or by fitting cur-red pieces, For buckling,
the application of lagnerls foruulal

is su.;~ested. Tile second part on. tile ri~ht-l~anfl.side of
tlie eouation which allows for the torsioilal stiffness
has b~en oi~itted. Table I ~~ives the dimeilsions and cross-
sectional data of the investi~ate~ plates. 3ere is, of

lSheet-uetal airplane constructi-on.
.



TABLE I

T
a 7/

(mm) (mm)

ioo

Num-
ber

1?

(cm2)

t

(mm)

Jv Buckling load
(kg)

calvdlationl’%W

i

(cm)

JV*

,
(~~4) I (f.ms)

--=---l
I

30
50
’70

30
50
70
—.

30
50
70

30
50
70
—.
30
50
70
—— .

30
50
70

1
2
3

4

:
—.——

?
8
9

—.—

’10
11
12

.—
13
14
15

16
1’7
18

0.46
.66
.86

0.46
.66
.86

0.45

.66

.86

0.66
.86

1.06
—-—
0.66
.86

1.06

0.65
.86

1.06

0.00358~0.00289
.009ss; .00194
.O1OX?; .0014’7

———— .-,-

0.138
.121
.109

0.138
.121
.109

0.138
.121
.109

0.216
.206
.194

0.216
.206
.194

—.

0.216
.206
,194

336 300
25!) 250
212 200

256 !200
191 225
162 150

0.2597

0.3014

——

0.3219

0.02597

0.01507

.——

0.01073+

4 200

“300

100

0,00’%5
.909:2
.G1029

—-.——

0.00868
.&.l$J~e
.01028

g.00289
.ml w
.00147

.—— —.

0.00239
.00194
.00147

————

0.01032
.00731
.00571

-——
0.01032
.00731
..!)0571

1

I

I

216 I400
151 ~lb

136 . \150
I

744 ‘350
572 400
489 ~300

0.03055
.03555
.03995

—-————
0.03095
.03555
.03995

I

0.035840.3584

t

—

5 200

T300

57!7 i–
/550
I300

376 ‘350

L

488 500
375 250

/’
I

0.4254

0 ● 4549

——

0.02127

0.01516

1

0.03095 I0.01032
.03655 .00731
.03995 .00571 I 318 I250

I I

y and J values are valid for stringerand frame spring 1, respectively.
w
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course, only one specific skin buckling stress for each
stringer spacing, the solution of which presents no ~il-
usual difficulties. The plate studies reported herein
vere primarily intended as an explanation of the funda-
mental principles involved and as a check on the mathem-
atical treatment. Tile values JV* and JX* indicate

the bending stiffness of the respective sections per
ceatiueter of leilgth.

In the determination of JV* the dissimilarity of

t]~e elasticity values of the covering (transverse to tlie
fiber) and pinevood was considered with

~ sph = 0.7 Zpine

(~ = 120,000 ZG/CE12 for pine). JX1 was posed as varia-

ble across the panel width conformable to

The “~uckling values obtained are then compared ~itll
the experimental buckling loads. The results are ic close
aqreemeato

Tile calculation of the buckling length by

/
4 JX*

L . 0,91 3 —
~J JV*

gives the values coi~pile.d in table 11.

TA3LE II.- 3UCKi.IILG LEi-GT1iS
(CiJ)

i“U.a-
ber

1-
2
3

7
8
9

—-———.—

~heo~y 1Test
—— —..

~1.3 ----
19.2 21,5
18.1 ----

,24.4 25
2s2.2 20
20.7 ~ .20

26.6 20
24*(3 25
22.5 --

i——.

————— —
XUILI-

Theory
L

Test
ier ,

‘~

.— —
10 27 ~ 30
11 25 I 25
12 ~304 t 25

I

13 ‘ 34 t 18
1? 31 25
18 29 21

I 1
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~:le e~per imental values are also shown, blJ. t , I)eiilg origi-
nally intended for information only, have no great claim
to accuracy.

‘i?hederivation of a forl.lulafor the breakiil,? load
proceeds fro:.1the consideration of the strain coildition,
The symbols are shown in figure 2, while figure 3 Gives
the loading cocdition of a strin~er and fraue in the
elastic zone vilicilstresses the glued joint between frai~e
end stringer in tension. (fig. 4) ●

The stringer accordin3l~- represents an elastically
supported compression mem-~er. The support forces fron the
frades OiltO the strinGers ?~p are put equal to the

stringer deflection over the ‘buc~lin< length Lo , that

is, accordi-ng to sin ‘~. A hypothetical force ?Sp in
o

the i~iddle of the lmcklin:; len:tu’ then affords

corresponding to

The r.iaxiiduubendin{~ stress :;t strii:~er center (fi~. 6) is

T
L4L= I?e+ZPISloa-Q~- (1)

~vhere a =-
2

-x and the terl~ for PIsP is, for t~:is

purpose, more convenient:’ mritteli i-n the form

Then

or
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Psp Zcos ~ a
o

aild

1031

n=
z Cos

Lo

(.2”)

(3)

The bending stiffness of the franc governs Fsp.

?ith A as the force required for l-centimeter-frame def-
lection, the equivalence of frame and stringer ?Leflection
results in

Fsp = A e

111 the case in point A must he the SU.J of the
stringer forces ‘str distributed over fra,~e len~th B.

For simplification apposition of the forces sym:~etrical

tox= ~
is assuised which$ ix view of the ~lultit-o.deof

2
strin~ers, can never lead to large errors. For a si:~ple
Rrou-p of forces there is oltained, accordins to fi~ure 7,

&l c
f= — (332 - 4C2)24d J

.?ith n = tile ilu~’~erof panels an~ m denotin~ the re-
spective place there is obtained

lhere?ore
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[

_ft ~ ~ ~n~ 2
f —-—-

‘24 EJv, n ()]
- 432 :

..

f
pl B~ m 3n2 - 4m2. ——. -

= Z-X-K n n2

or , ~it~ Pt distributed over B correspond in~% to

‘str sin ‘~ B 3

f=— m 3nc - 4r~2—...——— - ———
24 M Jvn n nz

where ‘str similar to frame load Psp is the load at

the point of maximum deflection, whicii serves as iilitial
va,lue. Under the effect of all forces PI there is then
ob~ained

for Zf=lcm, Pstr =A and with

24 E Jv
%@ = ‘—~ 33

Equation (8), written in equation (5), gives
,, .. . .,

24 N Jv~Sp . ~-r e

(6)

(7)

(8)

ilence the monent (equation (4)) is
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24 E Jv - ~ ~o~ ma
ii= i?e+e —

(
—a

C B= Lo

as breaking condition in the stringer we get

For siugler Triting we put

(9)

(10)

75 further can vrite W = $ Vitii S indicatin~g

the centroidal distailce fro,~ the inside fiber. Then the
rearranged equation (9) gives:

(11)

The values F, 7, JV and Jx as well as the end load i?

a-o-~lv--- per partial widti~ t.

Tl~e separatioil of the stringers from the frame (ten-
sion failure in area 2 ah) has a pronounced effect on the
tireaki~i< load, because it results in a suddeu increase in
deflection, hence of all stresses. So far no satisfactory
aatheaatical sol’~tion has been found for it. In support
of tile deflection cf tile test plates we obtain mitil
e = 1.0 centimeter, for iilstance, for the design with
6-millimeter stringers, tile data given in table 111.

-b) Circular cylinders.- The subsequently descri-oel-—-- — ..—..—_—
test confirms the assumption that the frame dimensions
illustrated in fi~ure 8 affords aaple stiffness for pre-
ventin~ deformation of the frai~es. Tilis sirdplifies tile
solution considerably, since the eleuent, stringer plus
skin, can be siu~ly considered as compression mei~ber he-
tveen tile fraues. To deterniile the cross-sectional
iilertia rnouent of tile cylinder it is simply treated as a
ring witil mean wall thicliness
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For the huckliilg a stringer with the full effective width
t is involved. For the cylinder of figure 8 the values
are J = 9500 cin4, 7 = 346 cm3, for the skin-stringer
element i = 0.187 cm, and at 150 am frame spacing A = 80.
The result of the test is anticipated with buckling failure

o- = 173 kg cm-a calculation

o = 187 kg cm-2 test

The determination of 0 is based on the bucklins
stress diagrau of piilewood (fig. 16) .

‘r
——...—.—..—-—.———

z t r Ultimate load P-

--–P--II====

(ml)

i ;: 75 t 73,5

----1

100 112 I 95.5
70 141 113.0

I
30 i 67 74

200 50 !3’7 99
70 121 125

30 55 78 .
300 50 ’78 86

70 97 li5

_—_—L___L——_ J____

2. Coil+entiona.1 Construction

Flat plates.-a) _ The prediction of the load carrying——
capacity of flat plates in conventional designs of wood
presents no difficulty. Such a plate is shown in figure 90
Ihe frame can be considered stiff enough to prevent its
buckling, as subsequeiltly proved. The static values of a
stringer ‘inclusive of an effective widt-h of 3 centimeters
in plyvood are:
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F 5 1.02 cm2

Jx = 0.197 cm4

.At a 340 nm frai.leSp<acln< it affords h = 78 and,
conseq~le~ltlY, UK = 175 kg cm-2. !lhe subsequently de-
scribed test showed OK = 1?2 Lq cm-a.

The determination of the effective wiiitlifor botil
wood a~ld i,letalcauses at first an unnecessarily high ex-
penditure of time. %t it is soon app?,rent that - a2a~t
from exceptional cases - the ohtaiiled values are usua,lly
of the sane order of ua:nitude and that accurately enough
values are readily obtainable. Iilcident to the plywood
portion counted here it should ke noted that t~e E Mod-
ulus , after which a diagonally covered panel is obtained,
is figured at about 40 percent of tilat for pine.

II) -Coilventional cylinders (fiq. 10).- Obviously the—--- .....— --—— ..-z—_..—_. .—-.
frames tail asain be considered as ri~id sup-port points.
T.le data for the total cross section are

W~~in = 428 cm3

w
12 = 496 cr~3

The skin is fully accounted for, Since the effect of
panel width on the buckliu ; of curved ply~ood pe.nels is
not yet knomn, the result of the test made with this cyl-.

inder must be resorted to. (See sectioil II, 2, b,) It
af:ords at the instant of bucklin;; e moment of 46,300 crirkg.
.,iaiiltainingthis amount as constant at a further loading,
the strinders must take up the increase of the moaent up
to their failure. In correspondence with the previously
introduced 17min the stress in tile stringer at the Ilskin

buc::ling moment” is

a
str = 109 kg cm-2

The bu.ck,ling stress of a striilger inclusive of 4 cu effec-
tive longitudinally fibered skin is 175 kg cm-2,
the 66 kg cm-2

Thu S
difference in stress should correspond to

the still-to-be-api?lied moment up to failure. The noment
of inertia. of the stringers alone is
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Jstr = 2230 cm4

for the outerinost stringer centroid we get i7= 82,.5 cm3,
hence .,

Then th”e mathematical lreaking moment i“s

li!i~r = 45,800 + 5450 = 52,250 cm kg

which is equivalent to a transverse force of

F= 282 kg

The ex~erinent shoved a force of P = 295 kg.

1. Strengthened, Plyvood

a ) Ylat plates.- It was essential to distribute the.—————
load as evenly as ‘oossible over the plate width. The
striil{zers were therefore loaded separately and for the
same reason two closely spaced frames were glued on the.
edge of each plate. The load vas applied hy a dyilamorneter
across tile levers on the apj>lication points (knife edges) ,
Tile lateral ed-:es of tile plate mere to he freely supported
and permit flatteiling besides. This was accomplisiled “oy
Sinall wooden blocks.

The buckling load was deteridiaed with a ruler placed
ELIOilg the covering. 3y suitable illuminatioil a curvature
of the plate was rendered visible.

i~ith the joining of frame and stringer by means of
glueing of area 2 ab, as previously stated, the obviously
decisive part of the S-silape elastics is that correspond-
ing to the lower part of figure 4, for by greater stringer
deflectioil the tension in the glue becomes ultimately so
high that the joint separates, which is immediately fol-
lowed, as a rule, by compression failure on the inside of
the stringer as a result of the greater deflection. The
failure usually starts at the ‘middl-estringers. The dis-
tribution of the areas of failure over the plate width
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has the characteristics of figure 11. With the exception
of plate 9, the failure is reflected by buckling of the
wood fibers on the inside of the curvature. Only the
plate, just mentioned, disclosed tension failure in the
plywood. Tilere was no frame failure in any of the tests,
but the frames stressed according to C shoved, witilin
60 to 80 percent of the ultimate load, incipient buckling
of the plywood strip of the frame (fig. 12).

The ultimate deflection of the strin~ers was not
measured; it was estimated at 7 to 12 millimeters.

b) Circular cylinder.- Tile cylinder silomn in fi~ure—.—- —-.
8 was solidly screwed to a horizontal bracket with end
plate, ~hile the transverse force for produciiig the bend-
ing moment was applied at the other end by dynamometer and
steel strap. To prevent failure of the lower end plate,
a 150-millimeter wide plywood strip, 2 millimeters thick
was glued around the circumference, as shown in fiCure 13.

The load was applied evenly and progressively. Ac-
cording to figure 13, it did not succeed in uakiilg the
buckling stresses of stringers and skin the sane. Tlnis
is due in part to the afore-mentioned lack of knowledge
of the effect of panel width on the buckling stress, and
iilpart to the attempt of obtaining - for reason of direct
comparison with the cylinder of conventional design -
equal end load in both tests, which likewise had some ef-
fect on the panel width.

At?= 275 kg the total deflection was recorded at
23 millimeters. Failure occurred at P = 320 kg, which,
for tie center between frames 14 and 15, corresponds to a
moment of

i’;i = 202 X 320 = S4,600 cm kg

i?ith 1?= 346 cm3 the ultiuate stress becoaes

0- = 187 kg CR-2

which agrees very closely with the calculations.

20 Conventional Construction

a) Flat plate”s..- The exp-erimental set-up is exactly
as desc-ri=~~—~e’cti on II, 1, e. The W.leoretical
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assumption of adequate’ fraae stiffness to per”uit treating
the compression members a.s support was confirmed. The
failure occurred ordinarily on the small- side of the
strinzers, as compression failure of the fi%ers. The
distrihutioil of the breaks over the plate midtil follo-rs
the “characteristics of fi~ure 11. Tile original three-
pailel plate, subsequent to the occu~rence of ~11 failures
in the ed~e panel, was shortened ‘by the outer piece and
loaded again, Tlie practically constant ‘oreaizing load in-
dicates that the buckling is actually confined to the
space between the ri~id frames ‘(table IV).

i~u.u- I

ber Jesign
Breaking

load
—. -

t- t
——-—--—- —— -.—-—.

1 172
2 3 buckling lengtils 180
3 I 170

4; 168
5 2 bucklin~; lengths 200
6 196

Average : 181 kg; with F = 1.02 cm2
the ultimate stress is 0 = 178 kg Cm-2

b) Circular cylinder (fig. 10).- The experimental
set-up ,is similar to that described in section II, 1, b.
(See fig. 14. ) At. P = 250 kg the skin panels between
frames 6 and 7 adjoining t’ne maximum stressed strin~ers
buckle.- Tile section modulus at the panel center is

.,

Xftil the moment up to tile center between---the trro fr~.mes
reckoned as skin ,buckliug stress tie get

M = 187.-X 250 = 46,800 cm kg ““
..+

as 1151xinbuc-kling moqevt~ ‘1q’nd the co~respopiiiilg skin
.. buckling stress at “ . .~-‘- “ . ‘-

~ --—-.– ---- .
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G = 94 kg crll-2

The deflection, agaiil measured at P = 2’75 kg, was 32
ni~~ineters, The reason that this value is so such higher
than that of the cylinder of. strengthened plywood, in
spite of tile greater. wall thickness, is due to t-he marked
drop of t@e fictitious shear modulus of plywood with in.
creasing shear stress.

The ilighest stressed stringer starts to buckle at
? = 280 kg, followed immediately by incipient tearin~ of
tile s::iilat the area of maximum stringer curvature, in
coilsequence of the sharp deflection, At F = 295 kg the
stringer fails in compression, the crack in the skin in-
creases rapidly (fig. 15).

To make a coup.risen of the foregoiilg data in respect
to structural weigilt, tile reciprocal value of the stresses,
that is, the nilmler of square centimeters per kilogram of
brea:ing load, is contrasted, The numerical values of
ta-ole V are ‘eased upon the experimental breaking loads.

This result which of itself is already u.nfavorahle
for conventional designs would becone even worse by in-
creased stringer spacing, w’here with respect to wei@t
each stringer would have to be figured ~ith a greater
widtil of skin.

.—.—.— --..-- . ..--e ---- .—--

Strengthened plywood
— —-
i{Un-
ber

-—.
1
2
3
4
5
6

-—

T0.0094 7-
.0111 8
.C1129 9
.0085 10
.0097 11
,ol~ 12

—- —.

0.CJU47
.0102
.0116
,0090
● 0090
.0094

13 0.0089
14 .0087
15 .0085
16 .0085
17 ,0100
18 ,0092

.--...—----————
conventional desi~n
—-—---——...——

Num-

1

cin~
3er ()Tg-

average.—— — .—

lto6 0.0137
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The comparisonof the cylinders is much simpler.
The weighed weights of the two cylinders are:

G = 5.37 kg for 1957 mm length in strengthened
p~y~OOa

G = 6.47 kg for 2004 mm length of conventional
design. Tile weight ratio with al-
lowance for the supported breaking
monents is:

‘plywood 5.37 2004 55000——.—
G

—- —--- = 0.723
conv. design ‘m x6.47x 64600 -—

i!hese two results, table V ~.ildthe coaputed weiaht ratio,
are ample proof that the design with strengt’nened plywood
is lighter by a considerable percent than the conveiltional
design. In addition, tile frame weight of the flat plate
had not been included in tile comparison.

AS to the manufacturing pro-olem of strengthened ply-
vood, it can ‘De stated t’hat the system stringer s-kin can
be previously glued in very simple devices and. then fitted
to tile frames (or ri3s, etc.). The grippin’; stren~;th is
very good. Tlie treati~ent of load applicatioil$ tangential-
ly or loilgitudina,lly, preseilts no fundamental difficulties,
nor does the splicing of tvo such s-kin yai~els.

It is proved tiy calculation and experiment that ex-
tended use of the skin to take up longitudinal forces
(reduced stringer spacing) makes it possible to lower the
stringer section so as to afford a substantial saving in
structural weight. This saving ranges from about 5 to
40 percent.

V. AFFENDIX

Because of the wide scatter of the strengtil and
elasticity data of wood, it is a fairly thankless task to
secure theoretical derivations of the buckling curves, as
ori~inally carried out lIy Ros and Brunner, from the com-
pression flattening diagram for structural wood. No

L e.-,,-..—
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buckling curve has as yet been published for special
kinds of wood, such as used in airplane design. Buckling
tests had to be made therefore with such wood, the results
of whici~ are shown in figure 16. The curve then served
as a basis for the buckling calculations of the present
article.

.

Translation by J. Vanier,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.

.?
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Figure l..– Plate of strengthener

~L~

Figure 2.- ~dentifi.cation.

P P

0

Pa

plywood.

Figure 5.-Identification on a
stringer.

‘m
Figure 6.–Load pattern of a

stringer for bending
moinent prediction.

J 1
~E~

Figure 3.– Load pattezn of
buckled stringer

and frame.

‘~

I
Figure 4.-Strain patterrl of

stringer. Load
schedule at joint.between
fraiie and stringer.

P’ P’

,!-J+J’
Figure 7.–Frame loading

(simplified).
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Tigure 16.- Buckling stress of pine wood.




